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TITLE: Live TV: for my pleasure.
Outline of Unrealised Potential
This piece will take place in a gallery with a comfortable contemporary living room ‘set’ where in one corner,
looking out onto the rest of the space, I will relax and watch my live TV.
Throughout the day a selection of current TV formats will be performed for my pleasure live and in the gallery,
these could potentially include:
Celebrity chefs will demonstrate how to cook.
Interior designers how to quickly do up my house.
Estate agents will present various properties and advise me how to buy wisely.
Soap actors will perform in a dramatic fashion.
Comedians will jostle to be the wittiest on a panel show.
Agony aunts will take live calls from members of the public with problems, which they will attempt to solve.
A TV detective will narrate one of his/her finest cases.
A hip young presenter will endeavour to make over my image.
I will receive instruction on contemporary art by an interesting man with irregular hypnotic intonation.
Key historical events will be ardently re-enacted.
A variety of bands and singers will perform with an enthusiastic presenter shouting their details in-between each
act.
At regular intervals up to the minute news and weather a smartly dressed individual will give reports in an earnest
manner.
Members of the public may book to join me on the sofa.
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See above
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